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finite amount below the yield stress in such
flows, which means they can withstand
finite perturbations to the flow. Various
studies have established the feasibility of
these
flows
from
theoretical1,2,3,
4,5
experimental ,
and
computational6,7
perspectives. The methodology has been
termed visco-plastic lubrication (VPL).
In this paper we present preliminary
results of experimental and computational
studies targeted at extending the viscoplastic
lubrication concept to near-net shape
products and to the transport of encapsulated
fluid droplets. By carefully controlling the
flow rates of different fluid streams it
appears possible to engineer wavy walled
tubes/channels, inserts and to produce
droplets of varying shapes. In all cases the
yield stress of the fluids “freezes in” the
interface shape between simultaneously
pumped streams of two fluids. Length-scales
are governed by the geometry of the forming
device rather than by capillary phenomena.
We discuss a range of potential industrial
applications.

ABSTRACT
We present preliminary results of
experimental and computational studies
targeted at extending the visco-plastic
lubrication concept to near-net shape
products and to the transport of encapsulated
fluid droplets. By carefully controlling the
flow rates of different fluid streams it
appears possible to engineer wavy walled
tubes/channels, inserts and to produce
droplets of varying shapes. In all cases the
yield stress of the fluids “freezes in” the
interface shape between simultaneously
pumped streams of two fluids. Length-scales
are governed by the geometry of the forming
device rather than by capillary phenomena.
We discuss a range of potential industrial
applications.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-layer shear flows have broad range
of application in industry such as coextrusion
processes
and
lubricated
pipelining. Particularly in co-extrusion
operations, but also in other multi-layer
flows, the rate of production is limited by
flow instabilities and especially by
instabilities at the interface between adjacent
layers. In the case of a duct flow, it is known
that use of a yield stress fluid as the
lubricating fluid, coupled with maintaining a
plug region at the interface can lead to flows
that are hydro-dynamically stable. The basic
idea is that the interfacial stress remains a

BASIC IDEA
In a shear flow along a duct the shear
stress increases from centre to edge. This is
true also for multi-layer shear flows,
provided the density difference is modest.
The basic idea of visco-plastic lubrication is
to setup a multi-layer shear flow in which
one fluid has a yield stress and to position
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that fluuid in suchh a way th
hat the fluiid is
unyieldded at the interface
i
(ssee Fig. 1a)). In
this iddealised configuration
n only shhear
stressess are presennt in the flow and thesee lie
below tthe yield sttress by a finite
f
amounnt at
the inteerface, ensuuring stabilitty.
If nnow we slow
wly oscillatee the flow raates,
we cann expect too preserve the unyie lded
nature of the fluiid at the in
nterface, w
while
capturinng the flow
w oscillations in the form
m of
a frozeen interfaciial profile, formed in the
entrancce region and
a
held in
n place by the
yield sttress (see Fiig. 1a). If th
he amplitudde of
the flow
w rate oscilllation is inccreased furtther,
to the ppoint wheree the centrall flow becoomes
zero foor a time perriod, we maay expect s ome
form off encapsulattion to occu
ur.

OMPUTATIONS
CO
Meethodology::
For simpliicity our com
mputational work is
carrried out ussing a Bingh
gham fluid model
m
as
thee lubricatin
ng yield sstress fluid
d and a
Neewtonian flu
uid as the coore fluid. The fluids
hav
ve identicaal density. A plane channel
geo
ometry is used,
u
of dim
mensionless width 2,
with the ceentral inleet of wid
dth 2Yi,
positioned symmetricallly. The flow is
governed by a Reynoldds number Re, a
ngham num
mber B and a viscosity
y ratio m.
Bin
Th
hese are deffined basedd on the tottal mean
vellocity of both
b
fluids,, the chann
nel halfwidth and on the viscositty of the Neewtonian
flu
uid. The maathematical model is described
d
in greater detaail in our pre
revious work
k.7
The comp
putational m
method wee use is
larrgely as described in ouur previouss work6,7.
Th
he model eq
quations connsist of thee NavierSto
okes equation coupledd to a concentration
equ
uation. They are discreetized using
g a mixed
fin
nite elemen
nt/finite vollume meth
hod. The
com
mputations are carriedd out on a sttructured
recctangular mesh. T
The Navieer-Stokes
equ
uations are solved usiing a semii-implicit
Gaalerkin finitte element method, where
w
the
div
vergence-freee conditionn is enforceed by an
aug
gmented Lagrangiann techniqu
ue. We
reg
gularise thee effective vviscosity fu
unctional
to deal witth yield stress fluid. The
ncentration equation iss dealt with
h using a
con
MU
USCL sch
heme. On each tim
mestep a
spllitting meth
hod is useed to advaance the
con
ncentration equation over a nu
umber of
sm
maller sub-tiime steps, ppreserving stability.
Th
he numericaal algorithm
m is implem
mented in
C+
++ as an app
plication off PELICANS
S 8.

Figurre 1. a) Schhematic of th
he basic VP
PL
ideaa; b) oscillattions from the
t flow ratee
frozen inn at the interrface.
The flow trransition beetween a froozen
wavy-innterface annd completee encapsulaation
of the iinner fluid in
i the form of droplets will
be conntrolled byy the wave-form of the
oscillattions imposed, by the underlying
u
bbase
flow annd possiblyy by a form
m of pinchh-off
phenom
menon. We have studieed these efffects
both ccomputationnally and experimenta
e
ally,
and preesent our reesults below
w. Our physsical
understtanding of these
t
differeent processees is
fairly preliminaryy and con
nsequently our
results are largely qualitative

Neear-net shap
pe example fflow resultss:
A vertically orientedd channel is initially
fillled with Bingham
B
flluid (fluid 2). For
tim
mes t > 0 a Newtoniaan fluid (flu
uid 1) is
injected upw
wards throough a centrally
positioned inn
ner channel of width 2Yi, while
at the same time the Bingham fluid is
pumped thro
ough the oouter part of the
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channel, (see Fig. 1). Having established a
steady multi-layer flow7, we then slightly
perturb the flow rates of fluid 1 and fluid 2
while maintaining a constant total flow rate:
Q1+Q2 = 1, i.e. Q1  Q1 + Asin2ft, and
Q2 Q2 - Asin2ft.

effectively cut. However, this method
appears more complex as there can remain a
thin strand of inner fluid connecting
successive droplets and our numerical
method is not ideal for investigating these
geometries. Secondly, we have assumed an
intermittent flow in the inlet before entering
the main channel, i.e. for times t > 0,
Newtonian fluid and Bingham fluid are
pumped in an out phase pulsation fashion
through the inner channel, while the flow
rate in the outer channel is kept constant. A
typical example of this is shown below in
Fig. 3.

a)
b)
Figure 2. Example of near-net shape flows
for a) f=0.2, b) f=0.6, with flow parameters
B=20, m=10, Re=20, A=0.1. In each case
the left colourmap shows the concentration
and the right colourmap plots the magnitude
of the deviatoric stress (the heavy contour
line indicates the value of the yield stress).

Figure 3. Typical example of droplet
encapsulation showing the concentration
profiles at different times for B=20, m=10,
Re=20.

Two example results are shown in Fig.
2, with an oscillation amplitude of 10% and
two different frequencies. In both cases we
observe a regular interface shape is frozen in
as the flow progresses downstream. When
the oscillation is established the yield
surface lies outside the wavy interface
indicating the presence of an unyielded
sheath about the core.
Although the oscillation is sinusoidal
and fairly modest the resulting interface
shape is non-sinusoidal, suggesting that we
are relatively far from any linear regime.
Indeed the interfacial shapes achieved are
quite varied.

EXPERIMENTS
Experimental setup:
The basic experimental setup is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. A
Plexiglas pipe 2m long, with 25.4mm
internal radius is held vertically by a collar
at the lower end and attached to a drainage
reservoir at the top. The outer fluid is
injected into the lower end through 8 ports
drilled into the collar and through the
Plexiglas® pipe. The ports are arranged
around the circumference at regular
intervals. The inner fluid is injected into the
pipe through a single stainless steel tube,
which has its central axis aligned with that
of the Plexiglas pipe. Different radi tubes
may be used. Fluids are pumped to the outer
injector ports using a progressive cavity
pump fed by a 60 l reservoir. In the case of a

Droplet encapsulation example flow results:
For droplet encapsulation, we have
explored two methods. Firstly, we have tried
increasing the oscillation amplitude, as
suggested above, until the inner flow is
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very thick fluid the reservoir can be
pressurized. The inner fluid is pumped to the
central injector from a 20 l reservoir using a
positive displacement pump. Both pumps
are directly coupled to 0.5Hp three-phase
electric motors controlled by variable
frequency drives.

respectively in Figs. 5a & b. We note that
the interface oscillation is affected
accordingly. The waveforms frozen into the
interface appear to show a slight helical
component.

Figure 4. Flowloop schematic. Fluids 1 and
2 are inner and outer fluids respectively.
Figure 5. Example of a near-net shape
frozen wavy-walled structure induced by an
on/off oscillation of the inner flow Q1=0, 15,
0, 15,…ml/s, with Q1=20 ml/s: a) oscillation
time interval 5s; b) oscillation time interval
10s. The length of pipe shown is 50cm.

Near-net shape example flow results:
For this experimental sequence the inner
fluid is a 0.3% by weight xanthan solution
(Fisher Scientific Canada), with a trace
amount of black food dye for visualization.
The outer fluid is a 0.25% by weight
Carbopol 940 EZ solution (Lubrizol Corp.)
with a trace amount of Sodium Hydroxide to
increase the pH to 7.0.
The flow rate of the outer fluid (Q2) is
held constant and the flow rate of the inner
fluid (Q1) is varied. The flow Q2 is
controlled by a gate valve that is actuated
manually. At the start of the experiment, the
two variable frequency drives are switched
on and Q2 is increased to 20 ml/s. The
Plexiglas pipe is filled with fluid 2. When
the pipe is full, Q1 is increased to 15 ml/s
and the multilayer flow is allowed to fully
develop. After a period of about 1 minute of
established flow, Q1 is oscillated to perturb
the flow.
Example results are shown in Fig. 5,
where we have simply oscillated the inner
fluid flow rate Q1 between 0 and 15 ml/s as
a step function (i.e. on/off), for 5s and 10s

A different method of generating
interfacial oscillations is via the rheology of
the inner fluid5. A series of experiment has
been performed with 0.75% Polyethylene
Oxide solution in the inner region and
0.15% Carbopol 940 solution (yield stress
fluid) at pH 5.8 in the outer region. The
PEO solution is shear-thinning and exhibits
significant visco-elasticity. Details of the
fluid preparation and rheology are given
elsewehere5. In this experimental sequence,
the radius of the inner pipe is 1.5mm which
is significantly smaller than the established
radius (~5mm) of the corresponding flow
(Q1,Q2)=(21,30) ml/s. Therefore, the viscoelastic fluid experiences high stress in the
inner pipe followed by flow expansion and a
net relaxation of the elastic stresses. This
appears to induce gentle waves with small
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exit nozzle expansion. The image is
constructed by averaging the grayscale in
individual images across the pipe diameter
at each height. The constant slope lines of
dark and white regions confirm the constant
advective velocity of the frozen interfacial
waves. The waveform is fairly irregular.

amplitudes at the interface. These waves are
frozen at the interface by the unyielded plug
region of the lubricating fluid and are
convected along the pipe with the same
velocity as the interface. Fig. 6 shows
snapshots at 1s time intervals from a typical
experiment with a frozen interfacial wave.

Encapsulation example flow results:
A series of experiment has been
performed with the same pair of fluid as for
Fig. 6, but with the addition of a flow
pulsation of inner and outer fluids in an out
phase fashion; see Fig. 7a. The maximum
flow rates are (Q1,Q2)=(21,30) ml/s. We
initially fill the pipe with Carbopol solution
before pulsating the flow rate. Figure 7b &
c show the production of “pearl” and
“diamond” necklaces of the inner fluid
along the axis of the pipe. The only
difference in is the use of inner tube inner
diameters 10.74 mm and 13.86 mm
respectively.

Figure 6. Pearl and diamond necklace
Figure 6. A typical experiment illustrating
near-net shape interfacial flows induced by
visco-elasticity. The interfacial wave has
mean amplitude 0.7 mm and mean wave
length 48 mm. Snapshots (a)-(f) show t
varying from 80s to 85s with time interval
of 1s. The camera captures the first 0.65 m
of the pipe from the exit of the inner pipe.
The bottom panel shows a spatiotemporal
plot of the same experiment.

Figure 7. Examples of visco-elastic
necklaces in visco-plastic fluid a) Pulsating
flow rate of inner Q1 and outer Q2 fluid b)
Pearl necklace c) Diamond necklace.
Polyethylene Oxide solution has a large
extensional viscosity which prohibits mixing
and keeps the interface sharp. We observe a
thin “string” between the pearl and diamond
droplets, probably due to the resistance of
the visco-elastic fluid to the stretching
motions. With inelastic core fluids, the
droplets pinch-off completely. However,
small disturbances can also lead to partial

Note that the images in Fig. 6 are scaled
with an aspect ratio of 15:1 to show more of
the wave pattern. The bottom panel of Fig. 6
shows a spatiotemporal plot of the same
experiment, focusing on a region above the
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